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Vinyl compounds CH2dCHX have a vast synthetic potential.1

This wealth has been exploited most extensively in the realm of
the simple olefins ethene, propene, or butadiene but also of the
vinyl-halides, -ethers, -sulfides, -amines, -silanes, and -boranes, and
of the large family of vinylmetallics.2 Surprisingly, however, the
chemistry of the vinyl compounds ofphosphorusis not very well
developed, and even some of the simple prototypes of this class
have not yet been described.3,4 This is particularly true for the
elusive tetra(vinyl)phosphonium cation [(CH2dCH)4P]+. Early
reports of its synthesis have not been confirmed,5,6 and subsequent
preparative attempts apparently have not met with success. It is
also interesting to note that there is virtually no information on the
synthesis, structure, and reactivity of tetra(vinyl)ammonium salts
[(CH2dCH)4N]+X- or the arsenic, antimony, and bismuth ana-
logues.

We have recently shown that with tri(vinyl)phosphine (CH2d
CH)3P, the most obvious potential synthon for the preparation of
poly(vinyl)phosphonium cations, even simple quaternization, oxida-
tion, or complexation reactions can lead to immediate polymeri-
zation of the substrate or its products.7,8 Therefore, there was a
need for a synthetic strategy in which all sensitive vinyl groups
are generated only in the final preparative step from substituents
previously introduced at the common phosphonium center. After
several unsuccessful experiments with reactions suggested by the
literature,9-11 simple primary phosphines RPH2 were tested as model
substrates for hydrophosphination, before PH3 could finally be
considered as the de novo starting material.

At the exploratory stage,12 cyclohexylphosphine (1) was first used
for photochemical hydrophosphination of vinyl acetate in hexane
with AIBN as a catalyst.13 Contrary to negative results reported in
the literature,9 the tertiary phosphine2 was readily obtained. Its
quaternization with 2-iodo-ethanol afforded the quaternary salt3
which upon acylation with acetic acid anhydride gave the sym-
metrical trifunctional derivative4. Treatment of4 with sodium
carbonate in refluxing dioxane led to conversion into cyclohexyl-
trivinylphosphonium iodide (5) (Scheme 1). The structure of this
salt has been confirmed in a single-crystal X-ray diffraction study
(Figure 1).14a

Encouraged by these results, phosphine gas was bubbled into a
solution of vinyl acetate and AIBN in toluene under UV irradiation.
After 4 h at 25°C, tris(2-acetoxyethyl)phosphine (6) was obtained
in 60% yield. This product was subjected consecutively to the same
treatment as that described for the conversion of3 into 4 and5 to
give the quaternary salts7, 8, and finally 9a (72% yield for the
last two reactions)(Scheme 2).15

The course of the crucial last step was easily followed by31P
NMR spectroscopy, and all intermediates were detected (Supporting
Information). The most important ones of these were characterized
by their analytical and spectroscopic data, and the crystal structure
of the first homoleptic salt (8) was determined (Figure 2).14b The
crystals contain two independent cations, each of which hasS4

symmetry. The target compound tetravinylphosphonium iodide (9a)
was also readily identified by conventional methods beyond doubt,
but all attempts to grow single crystals failed. Therefore,9a was
converted into the chloride (9b) with AgCl, the picrate (9c) with
silver picrate, and the tetraphenylborate (9d) with NaBPh4, of which
the latter finally gave a suitable crystalline specimen (orthorhombic,
space groupPnma, Z ) 4).14c

In this salt, the smaller Vi4P+ cations occupy two distinct
positions, which could be accounted for by a 1:1 disorder model.
The structure of the cation is shown in Figure 3. The average P-C
and CdC bond lengths are 1.798 and 1.249 Å, indicating standard
single and double bonding, respectively, and the C-P-C and
P-CdC angles are all close to the 109° and 120° reference values.
The dimensions of the BPh4

- anion show no anomalies.16

Tetraalkylphosphonium cations [R4P]+ are known to adopt
conformations of high symmetry, preferentially of point groupsD2d

and S4, as observed for R) Et, iPr, cPr,17-19 and for 8 (above).

Figure 1. Molecular structure of the cation of5.
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a (Cy ) cyclohexyl, Vi ) vinyl)

Scheme 2
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According to quantum chemical calculations, tetra(vinyl)element
species (CH2dCH)4E (E ) C, Si, Ge, Sn) can adopt many
conformations with very similar energies.20,21 Calculations carried
out in the course of the present study have shown that the cations
[Vi 4P]+ with point groups of maximum attainable symmetry (D2d

andS4) are higher in energy and that only a model of point group
C1 represents a pronounced minimum (Supporting Information).
The cations of9d have no crystallographically imposed symmetry,
but an analysis shows that three of the vinyl groups (with C3, C5,
C7) form a propeller of approximate localC3 symmetry, which is
almost superimposable with the PVi3 part of the [CyPVi3]+ cation
(Figure 1). The array of the four vinyl groups in the [Vi4P]+ cation
is thus in agreement with the quantum chemical calculations and
is moreover exactly analogous to the molecular structures of tetra-
(vinyl)methaneand -silane, which were determined only very
recently by X-ray diffraction.22,23 In our own supplementary
investigations, the tetra(vinyl)borate anion [B(CHdCH2)4]- was
also found to have a similar conformation in its methyltriph-
enylphosphonium salt24 (Supporting Information). Taken together,
these results indicate that the structure shown in Figure 3 is probably
not greatly influenced by packing forces but represents the intrinsic
configuration and conformation of (CH2dCH)4E species.

Tetravinylphosphonium salts are very reactive toward nucleo-
philes and undergo a large variety of clean reactions, but the
conditions have to be carefully chosen to avoid decomposition
through random polymerization. Attempts to use9a-d for the
preparation of the unknown pentavinylphosphorane, Vi5P, have been
unsuccessful.
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Figure 2. Molecular structure of the cation of8.

Figure 3. Molecular structure of the tetra(vinyl)phosphonium cation
[(CH2dCH)4P]+ in the tetraphenylborate9d.
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